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Faith-Rest Drill: Doctrine of Divine Decrees: Blessing of Man & the Divine Decrees; The Equation of Hope

	7)	The means of blessing the elect is accomplished by a series of imputations that occur in both time and in eternity.
8)	The divine decrees contain the historical reality of every human being’s level of attainment in this grace plan.
9)	The existence of human free will means that some attain these imputations and some do not.  Free will is the source of inequality
10)	It is only by means of the fact that human volition is free that good decisions can be blessed and poor ones punished.
	11)	There is an equation which illustrates this series of imputations while also demonstrating that the sovereignty of God and the free will of man coexist by divine decree.  That equation is:
THE EQUATION OF HOPE
X  [  HL  +  AOS  =  P1  +  D  =  H1  ]  +
	HL:		Imputation of human life at physical birth.
	AOS:	Imputation of Adam’s original sin to the sinful nature.
	P1:		Potential for salvation.
	D:		The pertinent doctrine: The Gospel.
	H1:		Confident expectation of eternal life.
	+:		The reality of the imputation of eternal life.
Y  [  J1  +  J2  =  P2  +  D  =  H2  ]  +
	J1:		Judicial imputation of all sins to Christ.
	J2:		Judicial imputation of +R to the believer.
	P2:		Potential to execute God’s plan for your life.
	D:		The pertinent doctrine: Mystery doctrines of the Church Age.

	H2:		Confidence of escrow blessings for time.
	+:		The reality of the imputation of escrow blessings for time.
Z  [  EL  +  EBT  =  P3  +  D  =  H3   ]  =  PPG
	EL:		Imputation of eternal life.
	EBT:	Imputation of escrow blessings in time
	P3:		Potential for escrow blessings in eternity.
	D:		The pertinent doctrine: Eschatology.
	H3:		Confidence of escrow blessings in eternity
	PPG:	The protocol plan of God: The reality of the imputation of escrow blessings for eternity.
Nonmeritorious human volition can fall short of any of the three potentials in God’s plan.
	12)	The extent to which any individual advances is determined by his own free will but God knew how that believer would advance in eternity past.
13)	That advance is fed into the computer and written in his PROM chip.
14)	God knew some would reject salvation, others would believe but remain spiritually immature, and that a few would advance to spiritual maturity.
15)	Those who make the advance all the way through the Z-radical are blessed to the maximum in both time and eternity and bring maximum glorification to God.
16)	The stark reality is that for the majority of those who are among the elect the potential exceeds the reality.
17)	All human beings have the potential for salvation through a free-will choice to believe in Christ.
18)	All believers have the potential to execute God’s plan through free-will response to the teachings of Bible doctrine.

19)	Few do.  But their attainment of divine blessings is the means by which God has chosen to glorify Himself and to give Himself pleasure.


